Solution Brief

Dell EMC DataIQ: Dataset Management
Unstructured dataset management and insights

Essentials:
▪

Unified, single pane of glass
view provides insights into file
and object data in the data
center and the cloud

▪

High speed search and
indexing provides “visibility
without access” to data

▪

Data mobility capabilities
enable bi-directional movement
between file and object storage

▪

Self-service features allow
content owners to easily move
data from high-performance file
storage to an object archive

▪

Purpose-built, in-memory
database supports optimized
analytical performance

▪

Reporting features reveal the
cost of dormant and redundant
data with chargeback/showback
views or cost recovery reports

▪

File visibility without data
access ensures data security

▪

A unique plugin ecosystem
gives users the power to act on
DataIQ insights

▪

Designed to work with Dell EMC
unstructured storage systems,
PowerScale, ECS, PowerStore,
etc. as well as other third-party
platforms

▪

PowerScale cluster monitoring
capabilities also available – See
the Dell EMC DataIQ: Storage
Monitoring document for
additional details
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Dealing with data: opportunities and challenges
The unrelenting growth of unstructured data represents an enormous
opportunity for organizations looking to transform their business and win in
this new digital economy.
While unstructured data is often a source of innovation and competitive
differentiation, harnessing it effectively can be challenging. In many
organizations today, data is frequently distributed across diverse storage
platforms, trapped in infrastructure ‘silos’ dedicated to specific applications
and stored in both on-premises and cloud environments. Because of this
disorganization, IT managers and business users are frequently unable to
answer basic questions about their data such as: Where is my data? Is it in
the cloud or one of our enterprise storage platforms? How can I enable my
department to find the data they need on their own without burdening IT?
How can our teams access data to collaborate more effectively on projects?
Take control of data with Dell EMC DataIQ
With DataIQ from Dell EMC, your organization can answer these questions
posed and many more. DataIQ dataset management and insights software
empowers organizations to discover, understand and act on unstructured
data—file and object—across heterogeneous storage systems and the
cloud. By providing rapid search functionality and a unified file system view
of Dell EMC PowerScale, ECS, third-party and cloud storage, DataIQ allows
enterprises to visualize all unstructured data through a single pane of glass,
effectively breaking down siloes of trapped data.
For business users and content creators, DataIQ offers self-service
capabilities to find, use and move files to the most appropriate storage tier
(e.g. all-flash or archive). DataIQ does this via a database capable of
indexing billions of files and folders that would otherwise be difficult to
access without a consolidated global file system view. For IT administrators,
DataIQ provides an ability to manage storage costs, rapidly locate files and
accurately report on the usage of storage infrastructure.

Key features and capabilities
Single pane of glass: DataIQ eliminates challenges associated with data silos by proving a holistic view into
heterogeneous storage platforms on-premises and in the cloud. A single pane of glass view into unstructured datasets
provides users with file-centric insights into data and enables intuitive navigation.
High speed scan and index: DataIQ’s optimized, near real-time scan and high-speed file indexing delivers immediate
project and user information. Powerful search capabilities across disparate storage platforms allows users to locate data
in seconds, no matter where it resides.
Attribute tagging: DataIQ can ‘tag’ an attribute and use that tag to query millions of files across any storage system,
enabling business users and IT to visualize data in a true business context and optimize costs within their storage
environment.
Data movement: DataIQ simplifies data mobility with bi-directional movement between file and object storage. Business
owners are empowered to use self-service archive capabilities to move files to the most appropriate storage tier either onpremises or in the cloud.
Reporting: With DataIQ, IT and storage admins gain a deeper understanding of their environment and can more
efficiently manage storage costs. They can report on the true cost of dormant and redundant data and generate
chargeback/showback views or cost recovery reports. IT can also report on storage usage by project or even individual
users and determine what actions need to be taken (i.e. deleting duplicates or placing dark data under the proper
governance policy).
The DataIQ plugin ecosystem inspires organizations to do more with data:
▪

Data mover: The data mover allows for a precision approach to transferring specifically selected files or
folders from network filesystems to S3 or other targets. The plugin enables organizations to move data from
on-premises storage platforms to the cloud and back again, ensuring projects and users have access to the
right data, in the right place, at the right time.

▪

Duplicate finder: The duplicate finder plugin locates redundant data across volumes and folders, enabling
users to delete duplicates, save costs and streamline their storage infrastructure.

▪

Audited delete: Audited delete helps IT and data managers keep a record of users who requested a delete.
This provides visibility into who is actively deleting data from volumes so there is a ledger of actions taken in
case critical data goes missing.

▪

Preview: The preview plugin provides DataIQ users with a thumbnail view of the specific file they’ve selected.
The thumbnail is typically just a preview of whatever document, log, image, etc. is currently being inspected.
This helps the user ascertain the context of the file without giving them full access to the data itself.

Note: Plugins are disabled by default and are optional to use.
Take the next step
Please contact your Dell EMC sales representative or authorized reseller to learn more about DataIQ and how it can
benefit your organization. DataIQ also features unique PowerScale cluster monitoring capabilities. For a detailed look
at this unique functionality, please read the companion document – Dell EMC DataIQ: Storage Monitoring.
Also check out the DataIQ website for more information on how DataIQ empowers you to take a ‘data first’ approach to
managing unstructured data.
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